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VALIDITY O:ll' DIFFUSION THIDRY Ilf RADIO FREQUENCY 
' . . 

BREAKDOWN IN MOLECULAR GAS IN LONGITUDINAL 
' . . . 

' 
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INTRODUCTION 

The study of t4e breakdqwn of a gas exl!ited bYi high 

fJ?equency electromagnetic field has ebov~.n that the b~eakdown 

voltage depends upon tlle pressure o:f the gas, the'dimension 

of the discharge tube and the frequency of excitation. The 

domi.nant factors by which electrons are lost are diffusion 
. ' 

and mobility and if the gas is an eiectron attaching one then 

bJl)· electron attachment al.ao •. It has been observed .. that when 

the pressu:~e of the gas ia of tile order of a. few milli .torr 

and the length of the diac~rge tube is large compared with 

the mean free patb of th~ electrons in the gas, .both the 

:mobil.:l ty and diffusion are the domin~nt :racto:r.-s bYt' which 

electrons are removed. In the other hand when the gas pressure 

is high and the exciting fre~tency or tbe applied voltage 

lies in the microwave region the electrons are lo.st mainly 

by/ diffusion. The method of calculating theoretically the 

breakdown voltage of a gas excited b~ high frequency voltages 
I 

a.t high pressure has been developed 'by "!Ia.rlina and Brown. 

t1948) where the dominctlnt factor for electron removal pro

cess has been assumed to be diffusion~_ Starting :from a mole

cular model, Kib.a.ra ( 1952) developed a method to cal~ulate 

theoretically the breakdo\~ voltage of a gaa under hifh 
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frequency excitation taking the loss due to both mobility and 

diffusion into consideration and in a series of papers from 

this laboratory Sen and Ghosh (1963).,. Sen and Bhattacharjee 

(1965, 1966 1 1967) the experimental results have indicated 

that when the pressure ia of the order of a few millitorr 

and ~1e frequency of excitation is of the order of a few 

Wlz, both the diffusion and mobility are the major electron 

removal processes. · 

To test the limitations· of the difi'ueion theory

it is proposed here to undertake aome experiments on the 

breakdown voltagea ot gases where thA frequency of the exci

ting voltage ia pf the order of a few MHz and the pressvxe 

of the gas is of the order of a f.ew torr. To st~d~ the effect 

of attachment, breakdown measurements in some electron atta

ching gases' such as air and oxygen have also been undertake~. 

The object· of the present investigation is to f.!nd whether the 

loss mechanism remains the same when the :frequency of the ex

ci t:tng voltage is scaled down :from microwave to ~adio frequency 

keeping the pressure in thd range of a few torr.. 

The brealrdcwn of a. gaa excited by a ~ radio 

frequency field in presence of a magnetic field haa been 

studied previously by Lax et al ( 1950) who per;f'ormed expe

riments on the breakdown voltage of helium oontaining a small 
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admixture of mercury vapour and obtained breakdo\vn curves for 

different values of the pressure. Ferritti and Veroneei (1955) 
' 

. performed experiments for ,frequenci.ee ranging from 10 to 30 

MHz in air, the magnetic field varying from zero to 600 . G and 

observed a lowerL~g of breakdo\v.n voltage in presence of mag

netic field, Sen and Bbattacharjee (1969) performed experi-· 

men·ts in case of air, hydrogen, oxygen and carbondioxide in 

,Presence of a magnetic field from 300 to 1$00 G. 

Borwn ( 1959) haa explained the change o:f' breakdown 
I 

voltage obs~rved in-presence of magnetic f':i.eld by aasumins 

that th~ diffusion length in presence of magnetic field is 

altered according to the equation 

1\: = 1\"V[ t ;-cv~·/~~ l 

where ~ = diffusion lengths in absence of magnetic field, 

A~ = diffusion lengths in presence of magne~ic field. 

w~ = electron cyclotron frequency. 

~c = collision frequency. 

J\t/ 

To make a further teet of diffusion theory in presence of 

magnetic field, it is also proposed to verify the above eqn 11 

of Brown from the experimental results obtained in the present 

aet of experiments. The reau.J.ts are expected to prove the va

lidity of the diffusion theory in presence and in absence of 

the applied magnetic field .• 
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2. .EXPERI~iENT AL AiiRANGEMENT 

The method of measurement of breakdown voltage was 

the same as was used in the previous paper Sen and Ghosh (1963). 

The discharge tube was cylindrical of length 7.2 om. fitted 

with two internal electrodes with separation distance of 2.5 em. 

and. the diameter of the discharge tube was 2.9 em. The radio 

frequency voltage was supplied from a tuned grid tuned plate 
0 

.oscillator, the frequ.enoy o£ the cscilla:tor being va.:t-iable f 

from 3.5 MHz to 11 MHz and the out put of the oscillator 

could. be continuously var.ied from 0 to 5·50 volts. The r.m.e. 

out ~ut voltage was measured with a vacuum tube ~oltmeter. The 

pressure of the_gas was measured with a calibrated Mcleod gauge. 

The magnttic :field was provided by an electromagnet, the lines 

of force were parallel to the length of the discharge tube 

and the discharge tube was placed entirely within the pole 

pieces of the electromagnet. The magnetic field was measured 

with a calibrated fluxmeter~ Keeping the magnetic field at a 

conetmtt value the pressure was varied and the breeltdown vol

tage wae measured. ff1r various values of gas pressure. The ex

periments were repeated and the results were £ound to be 

reproducible within + 1~ •. - ,. 
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Pure and·dry air· was used which was passed through 

phosphorpus pentoxide to remove .traces of water vapour. 

Hydrogen was prepared by the electrolysis of a warm concent• 

ratsd solution of barium hydroxide in a hard glass U-tube 

fitted with nickel electrodes in which hydrogen gas was 

liberated at the cathode. The gas was dried by passing it 

over broken pieces of p~tasaium hydroxide and then over 

pur1£ied phosphorus pentoxide. Pu-re oxygen was evolved 

at the anode in the eleotrolM'sis o:f barium hydroxide solu

tion and w~i?J passed through pu re concentrated eul.ph'tmic 

acid before o.o'llection in the discharge tub.e. 

3. RESULTS .AND DISCUSSION 

The breakdo\v.n voltages for hydrogen, oxygen and 

air have been plotted for different values of pressure 

(0.1 to 2$4 torr) with and without magnetic ileld (110 G to 
795 G} in figures 6.1, 6~2 and 6.3 respectively. It is ob• 

served that the breakdo·wn voltage ia al.Wf!,YB smaller in pre

sence o:r magnetic fiftld than in ita absence for all values W 

of pressure and the pressure at which the·breakdown voltage 

becomes .minimum always shifts to lower lJreasu.re with the 

increase of the magnetic field. To provide a ~eaningful 

interpretation it is proposed to examine the resul te in 

the light of the prevalent theories (Brown, 19~, Kihara,.1952) • 
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In order to determine which process is predomin~nt in the 

process of electron removal under· the present experimental 

set up the folloWing points have been·considered. 
.. -

(i) Aceording to Brown for the diffusion theory to be 

valid the di·mensions o~ the discharge tube must be- small com

pared to wavelength of the exciting power. As the wavelength 

io of the order of 51~2 em~ and the length. of the discharge 

tube is 7, •.. 2 em. and diameter 2~6 em. this condition is satis

fied •. 

( ii) The maximum mean free path of the gases used here 

ia o.6 em. at a pressure of 0.1 torr (Townsend,1947) which 
'6 til!l.. 

is much smaller than eith~r the lenth o~~radius of the tube. 
" 

(iii) The amplitude of electron oscillation when cal-

culated from the equation 

where Eo . :~ the field intensity, is O~Q2 em~ at a pressure 

of 1 torr and will be amalJ;er at higher pressure~~ 

(iv) The collision frequency is 
\.9-r /'").. e 

w here \J~ = random velocity 

Ae = mean free path and ia o:t the' 

order of 109 co11iaiona/seo. and is much greater 

than the exciting frequency even at a preosure. 

at 1 torr.. 
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Under the above conditions it is thus appearent 

that the electrons mke many oscillations of small. rp.mpli-

' tude, because the motion ia restricted by collisions and the 

cloud of electrons appear stationary (there being no drift 

motion), ap¢reading out.warda only by diffusion. Hence loss 

due to drift can be neglected. New charged particles are 

formed due to ionizing collisions and loss due to dif£ueion 

predominates. In case of electron attaching gases the lose 

due to attachment should also be taken into consideration. 

As .etated above, under the present experimental 

set up and range of pressure illvestigated the electron su

ffers many collisions per osci-llation of the field. Brown 

pointed out tha.t as :pressure increases, mean free path dec

reasai and the energy gain per mean free path is proportional 

to mean free path at constant B~ Her-ce to cn1..tse breakdown the 

field :must incres.se in inverse :proport:ton with the mean free 

path or in direct proportion with. the pressure. Thus at high 

pressu-;:r.e where the electrons mo.ke many CQllisione per osci

llation their behaviour io muuh the same a.e in th.e ca.ae of 

- d.c. field, The value of ( o<./p ) where rx: is the ionization 

coe:fi"icient can the.n :tbe calcu~ated f'rom the experimental 

.values o£ E/P from the Twonsend'e relation 

( 6 .• 1) . 
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where Ao and Bo are constants for a particular gas. 

Kihara ( 1.952) has treated the phenomena of elect-
~0 . . 

rical discharge by adopting a paper molecular mod~l for co-
. ~ 

llision processes. Assuming a mode1 for the cross section of 

the molecule for elastic, exciting and ionisation collisions 

with a Maxwellian· distribution of eleo~ron velocities which 

is nearly valid for the case of molecular gases which have 

been. studied here he haa deduced that 

(6.2) 

where o = moleaular consi;a.nt equivalent to collision 

croaa section. 

~ = another constan~ having the dimension of cm-3s-1 , , 

N = the number density of the gas atom, 

K = Beltsmannconatant. 

f ~ another molecular constant having the d.imension 

of ems. 

The values o~ these molecular constants ~ave been provided 

by Kihara (1952). 
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The values of ( ~/P ) have be~n calcul.ated from 

.equation 6.1 using the experimental values of (E/P) obtained 

in the present investigation afor hydrogen. The values of 
' ' 

( oe;p ) have also been calculated from l'J(luation 6.2 for 

corresponding values ·of (E/P) using the numerical values of 

~e constants given by Kihara. The results for hydrogen _have 

been plotted in figures 6.4 and for comparison published 

experimental values of ( o<.jp ) from literature are also 

plotted in the figure 6.4. In case o£ electron attaching 

gasea· auch ~ air and oxygen the loss due to attachment is 

also taken into consideration and the ionization coefficient 

( ri.fp ) have been calcuJ.atod from thC! c:tpression 

.J 1 - o(a + A e. x p ·(- Bo/ . ) 
"'"tp - p 0 · 7Et p . 

Similarly from Kih?..ra.' s theory it can he a hown that when 
• 0 

a1;-tachment is tnken into consi.deration 

I • ( ")..) .30 K me- · ~ _:_ _;)o.-=- N - Te. ex P - 21<.;.; 
C· m e 

I 

and henoe 

ot.;p 

(6.4) 
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' 
The values of ( ol.o../ P ) for air and oxygen for different (E/P) 

values have been obtained :from (Brown, 1959) and { d..jp ) 

values have been calculated from eque.tion 6.3, using experi

mental values of (E/P) ·obtained and also frQm equation (6.4) 

and then plotted in figures 6.5 and 6.6, for air and oxygen 

respectively together with values Q1. obtained from lite-

rature. 

ft is thus.evident that in case of all the gases 

si:udied hare the values of ( ·d.jp ) calculated from breakdown 
I 

VOltage are in fairly good agreement with the values of (()(.I p ) 

obtained. i'rom literaturG for (E/P) values studied here. Fur

ther the resul ta calculated t·rom Borwn's expression are in 

better agreement tha-n those calculated from Kiha:ra' s theory. 

This rnay be due to uncertainties in the values of molecular 
. ' . 

constants introduced by Kihara. We 0~1 further conclude that 

under the present experimental conditions and where the ele

ct~ons are making a large number of collisions per oscilla

tion, d,if.fuaion is the dominating :cause for lose o:f' electrons 

and the breakdown process is identical with the d.o. break.-

down mechanism~ 
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EFFECT OF i;;'iAGNETIC FIELD 

Since in the above discussion we have· concluded 

that under the present experimental. set up and for the values 

of pressure-and the fre~1eney of the applied radio frequency 

field u sed, diffusion in the main electron removal process, 

-the effect of an external magnetic field is to modify the 

breakd<nm mechanism to the· same extent ae it will modify the 

process-of diffusion. As the diffusion perpendicular to the 

magnetic field is reduced, the breakdown field v~ill. show a 

redu~tion in value. The mean square displacement travellel 

by an electron is proportional to diffusion constant and 

Brown haa shown that the effective diffusion l-ength 1\H _ 

appropriate to infinite parallel plate is gi.ven bJ17 

where 

(6.5) 

c.JP.~ = l~ H ) = cyclotron freq~.-~.ency ~ 

~ = collision frequency at the pressure 

conf:ddl'lred" 

In the recent eommnnication (Sen and Jana, 1976) 

we have measured the collision frequency of electrons in-
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' e . 
·hydrogen, oxygen and air by the radio frequency condutivity 

metho·d e.nd the values at a pressure of 1 torr. 

!or hydrogen is 1.74 x 109 

for oxygen ia 3.58 x 109 

fo:r. air is 3.222 x 109 

,.. 

In order to verify whe·ther Brown's expression for 

the modified diffusion length is valid the values of "" /1\ 
have been calculated for each gas separately for different 

-. . lo 1 
valuee of H;~ from 50~500 G torr- • To see whether these 

are consistent with the experimental val.ues, 1\1-\ /1\ 
has also been ca~culated from values of E and Eg obtained 

experimentally. Aa haa been shown that the discharge is 

diffusion controlled the breakdown criteria is given by 

..V1 - 1. I ov 
/1) - 11\ . 

and 

-1) 

where f is the m<>bility 

e. 
as --KTe , where Te = electron temperatura. 

l oc; p) e lcET: = . 1 I t·t 



. and 

where 

kTe 
e 
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Von Engel { 1955} 

L =mean free path of·the electron in the gas at 

a pressure of 1 torr 
"' - ~K- M 

where m = maas of the electron 

M = mass of the ion~ 

Bence A e :t<-""' r _ ___g_ -
'B p ) p'l-

o . !"""\... E yo 

or 

(6~6) 

where magnetic field is present if ~ = breakdown field for 

the same value of P. 

(6~7) 
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Hence 

(6.8) 

From the experimental vaL ueo of E and ~~ the values of. /\li II\ 
for all the three gases. have been obtained from equation (6~8) 

and entered in table 6, •. 1, for H/P varying between 50 and 
. \ 

500 gauss torr-1 • 
·' 
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TABLE 6.1 

THEORETICAL AND EXPEl~IMENTAL VALUES OF . . 

FOR DIFFERENT { H/P) VALUES. 

-------r----,---~,-----
GAS ' H/P gauss • 1\H II\ • A~-t /I\ 

• 
, torr -1 ·: ( Theo. ) : ( ixpt. ) 

----.------------------------~-- ... -~-
7t3.57 1.008 1.038 

89.80 1.010 1.140 

181.8 1e042 1 ~2J2 

HYDDOGEN 250.0 1.077 1~293 
_) 

350.0 1.186 1,301 

~''~' 1.317 1 .• 342 

------------------------

I 

?--
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TABLE 6.1 (CONTD.) 

----------------------~-
GAS : H/P gause: 1\'r\ /1\ 

• -1 t t ·' 
• torr ' ( Theo.) • (Expt.) -___ ..... ....., ____ __. __ .., _____ .... .__ __________ __ 

~-- 61.t 1.002 1.031 

111 1.006 1.05' 

OXYGEN 160.6 ·1.008 1.060 

222 1.014 1.108 

2B~h7 1.024 1.079' 

'''·' 1~034 1.134 

90.90 1.116 1.260 

111~1 , ~ 169. 1.167 

200 1.481 1.382 

AIR 250-. 1~682 1. 793 . 

'''·' ~.0(17 1'!892 

~ 
371.8 2.~ 2fi3 1.982 

---------·------------------
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From a comparison of th~_ ·theoretical and expe

rimental values it is .evident that the valuea are more or 

less coneist~nt wlth one another and lends additional su

pport to the assumption that the lose of electrons.under 

the present exper.imontal·eet ·up is ·governed mainly by 

diffusion. 

We further note that maximisi.ng equation (6.6). 

with respect to pressure, the pressure at which the break

down voltage becomes a m~nimum is· given by 

(~.9) 

and in presence of magnetic field 

where·, = preaa~e at which the breakdown 

_voltage becomes (EH)min. 

and C = collision frequency at a pressure of 1 torr~ From 

(6.H) 
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The values of (PH)min thus calculated .for the three gases 

f6r different values: of.th~ ma~tetic field are entere~ in 

table 6.2. 

· . TA1JLE 6·. 2. 

THEORETICAL AND :EXPERIMENTAL Vl!LUES OF 

(PH) min. FROM EQUATION ( 6·e.11) 

--,---------~---------r------~--
Magne., HYDROGEN ' ·oXYGEN • AIR · tic · 

~----~-~-~---------~----r-----field , (~ ) • . r. ' , rp , fR • · 
in 1 '- " 1'1'"' • 0\":J m\n ' '-"") 'I'T\i n • tf")'h'\ n , '.::")"min. 1 '-..") 'l'l<l'h • 

gauaue , toll'r l -\;o'li'Y' : ·\oo-r"ll' t lo-t~ 
1 

lo'l'r , -len·~ 
t CTteo.) . t tx: \:>\:. t tl.e.o . . : t>e\:1!. t H..eo. t f.Jt"tot . 

... -- .. -- ~ ... - ........ -- .......... -- -... ._ -- ......... -- ._. - ,..., .. - ... -- ._ -- - ... -- ._. 

110 

200 

400 

595 

1.268 

1.0792 

In de-
termi-
nate 

1.25 

1.09 I 

0.75 

1.062. 

0.9899 

0.6534 

Inde-
termi-
nate 

1.05 

0.95 

0.66 

0.45 

0.9661 

0.6972 

Inde
termi
nate 

-
0.99 

0.7'3 

0.60 

__ ._ .... ..., ... .._.._ ..... _ _.. ............ _. _______________ .,......, ______ _ 
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4.CONCLUSION 

It is thus concluded that when the frequency 

of exoi tation is muc.;li smaller than the collision fre

quency, the major factor responsible for electron re

moval is the process of diffusion and tnis is also the 

dominating factor when the magnetic field is applied. 
' 

The mechanism of breakdovm becomes almost identical 

with dll!c. breakdown of gases and the experimental 

results are in agreement with theoretical values 

calculated on the basis of these assumptions •. It is 

further noted that equation (6.11) becomes invalid for 

values of magnetic field greater than 400 gauss which 

shov1a that deductions are valid for low values of 
-

magnetic fieldm which is also corroborated by% the 

value~ of /\14 /1\ as shewn in table 6~1. 
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